
Clarity and Quality  
of Voice

Canadian Designed,  
Engineered and  
Manufactured

Globally Adopted  
and Deployed

Stability and Scalability

The Widest Selection of 
Telecom Interface Cards

They Are Not Just for 
Asterisk

As the first board manufacturer to integrate voice processing DSP’s onto high 
quality/right priced telecom cards for Asterisk, Sangoma set the standard for 
all card manufacturers to follow. Sangoma has consistently set the bar high 
introducing low cost DSP’s. Sangoma’s excellence in hardware engineering 
resolved voice quality issues and enabled proliferation of Asterisk.

Sangoma owns 100% of the intellectual properly in our card designs and 
manufactures at our facilities under strict ISO 9001 standards.

Global telecom certifications with over 10M ports shipped over the past 10 
years to over 200 countries.

By introducing DMA chaining, Sangoma revolution hardware design 
significantly reduced CPU bottlenecks and allows Asterisk to scale to much 
higher concurrent calls with stability.

 » Largest variety to cater to any telecom projects.

 » Widest range of density: Choose from just a few analog ports (A200) to 16 
T1/E1 on a single card.

 » Widest range of interface types: Analog, T1/E1, ISDN PRI, ISDN BRI, GSM, 
Transcoding.

 » Asterisk is a very good and popular telecom toolkit. All Sangoma cards 
work directly with Asterisk.

 » But integrators have other choices too. Freeswitch and API development  
are common choices. All Sangoma cards provide Freeswitch and  
API SDK options.

Giving you control, choices and flexibility
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Why Sangoma Cards

It works with  
FreePBX too!

It All Works on WANPIPE

Support for Linux  
and Windows  
Operating Systems

Lifetime Warranty

Global Support from a 
Global Company

FreePBX (now sponsored by Sangoma) has direct board discovery and 
integration of Sangoma cards. Makes any installation a snap!

Wanpipe is the driver software that enables all Sangoma cards. All cards 
benefit from the same enhancements and fixes. It is also a great toolkit for 
integrators, providing granular view and tuning of the hardware that is so 
important for system optimization and troubleshooting.

Global telecom certifications with over 10M ports shipped over the past 10 
years to over 200 countries.

Deploy Sangoma cards in your projects in confidence anywhere in the world. 
Hardware fails sometimes, it’s just a fact. We’ve got your back here.

With support engineers in North America, Europe and Asia, you will receive 
timely support at any time of the day.
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